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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 

 

PRESENT : Sri S. Das    

   Additional Sessions Judge  

Sonitpur, Tezpur 

 

 

 

JUDGMENT IN SESSIONS CASE NO.173 OF 2013 

U/S 302 IPC 

 ( Arising out of G.R. Case No. 1116 of 13) 

 

 

 

State of Assam 

 

– Versus – 

 

Sri Rudra Bahadur Sonar 

S/o- Late Dharam Singh Sonar 

R/o- Garmara, Chariduar 

P.s- Chariduar 

Dist- Sonitpur, Assam. 

 

A  P  P  E  A  R  A  N  C  E 

 

 

For the State  :   Smt. R. Chakravarty  

        Addl. Public Prosecutor 

    Sonitpur District 

 

For the Accused :   Sri Bipin Kataki, Advocate. 
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 Date of Evidence : 04-08-13, 03-03-14, 

     24-09-14, 24-03-15, 

     08-05-15, 27-07-15, 

     28-08-15, 09-10-15.  

 

 Date of Argument :  30-11-2015  

 

 Date of Judgment : 14-12-2015  

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

Brief Facts : 

 

    Prosecution case in a nut shell is that on 17-05-13 complainant Sri 

Tikaram Sonar of No. 2 Garmur under Chariduar P.S lodged an ejahar with 

Chariduar P.S alleging that on the same day at about 5 p.m his cousin Sri Rudra 

Bahadur Sonar had killed his father Dharm Singh Sonar by assaulting him with a 

knife . 

 

    On receipt of complaint Chariduar Police registered a case being 

Chariduar PS case no 165/13, U/S 302 IPC and started investigation. On 

completion of investigation police submitted charge sheet against accused Rudra 

Bahadur Sonar to stand trial U/S 302 IPC.  

     

    The corresponding G.R case no. 1116/13 came up before Ld. 

C.J.M Sonitpur. Accordingly process was issued and on appearance of the 

accused the Ld. C.J.M furnished necessary copies to the accused and committed 

the case to the court of Hon‟ble Sessions Judge and then the case was 

transferred to this court for trial.  

     

    On receipt of the case record and on appearance of the accused  

this court considered the materials on record and upon hearing both the sides 
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framed charge U/S 302 IPC and read over and explained to the accused to which 

he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

     

    Prosecution in order to bring home the charge against the accused 

examined 12 (twelve) witnesses in all. On conclusion of prosecution evidence the 

accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. The circumstances appearing in the 

evidence against the accused were put to him and necessary questions were also 

put to him. The accused admitted that he had killed his father Dharam Singh 

Sonar as the deceased attempted to drown his daughter in a pond. However, 

defence adduced no evidence what so ever. 

 

Point For determination 

    First- You, on 17-05-13, at about 5 p.m, at No. 2 Garhmura 

Village, under Chariduar Police Station, committed murder of your father Dharam 

Singh Sonar, in your house by intentionally causing his death with a knife and 

thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 302 of the Indian Penal Code. 

 

    I have gone through the evidence on record and heard argument 

of both sides.  

 

Discussion, decision and reasons thereof 

     

    PW 1 is Sri Tika Ram Sonar. He identified the accused Rudra 

Bahadur Sonar in the dock and stated that the accused is his nephew and 

deceased Dharam Singh Sonar was his elder brother. 

    He deposed that the incident took place on 17-05-13, in the 

evening at about 5 P.M. At that time, about half km from the place of 

occurrence, he was in the field with his cows. At that time, wife of accused Smt. 

Tulshi Devi called him to come to their residence. Accordingly, he went there. 

When he went there, he saw the accused, after committing the offence of cutting 

his brother with the knife, was wiping of the blood from the said knife. He saw 

the cut injuries on the neck of the deceased. After seeing the same, he came out 

of the room and called people. At that time, the accused was inside the room. 

The neighbours came and saw the incident. The accused while trying to flee 

away, he was caught by the people and he was kept tied. Therefore, police came 
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on being informed. He filed a written ejahar. The ejahar was written by the 

police and he given his thumb impression in the ejahar. 

 

    PW 2 is Smt. Laxmi Sonar identified accused Rudra bahadur 

Soner in the dock and stated that accused is her husbands elder brother and 

deceased Dharam Singh Sonar was his father-in-law. 

    She deposed that the incident took place about 9 months back, at 

about 5 a.m in the morning. At that time, she was in the house of her uncle Tika 

Ram Sonar whose residence is adjacent to her residence. At that time she was 

having tea and two of her daughters went to the house of her father-in-law.  She 

had gone to bring her daughters and at that time, she saw the accused hitting on 

the right side chest of her father-in-law by „chaku‟. Immediately her father-in-law 

came near her and the blood from his body came on to her body and on her hair. 

At that time, the accused with a „Gamocha‟ restrained her and told her that if she 

narrated the incident to anyone outside, he would also kill her. She became 

nervous and she pushed the accused and went outside. Immediately, she 

shouted and informed the nearby people about the incident. Village people 

gathered there and all their relations including uncle Tika Ram Sonar, her 

husband Santosh Sonar and aunti Laxmi Sonar. She told younger brother Rabi to 

bring accused Rudra Bahadur Sonar. Then her husband, Rabi and other persons   

caught hold of accused who was trying to escape. He was tied up inside the 

room. Police was informed and police came.  Police seized the chaku used by  

the accused to kill her father-in-law. Ext- 1 is the seizure list. Mat. Ext- 1 is the 

said „Chaku‟. 

 

    PW 3 is Binod Bora. He identified the accused in dock and stated 

that deceased is the father of the accused. He deposed that on 17-05-13 at 

about 5 pm, while he was returning home from market one Padam Bahadur of 

his village told him that accused Rudra Bahadur had killed his father, Dharam 

Singh Sonar. He went to the house of Rudra Bahadur and found that inside his 

house Rudra Bahadur was tied up and dead body of Dharam Singh Sonar was 

lying on the floor of his house and there was cut injury on his neck with blood 

oozing out from the wound. Police came and seized blood stained cloth of 

deceased Dharam Singh. Ext- 2 Seizure List, 2(1) his signature. M-Ext- 1 is the 
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Seized clothes. Police held inquest and he signed the report. Ext- 3 is inquest 

Report and 3(1) his signarure. 

 

    PW 4 is Santosh Sonar, brother of accused Rudra Bahadur. He 

deposed that on the date of occurrence while he was returning home from Bazar 

his another brother Rabi Sonar told him that Rudra Bahadur had killed his father. 

On his way home he also met Rudra Bahadur and he asked him whether he had 

killed his father. Then Rudra Bahadur replied that he was going to hospital. 

Rudra Bahadur was reluctant to go home, then he along with his cousin caught 

Rudra Bahadur and brought home and tied him up.  

    He saw his father lying dead in a pool of blood and also saw cut 

injury on his neck. Police held inquest in his presence.  

     

    PW 5 Sanjib Sonar and PW 6 Shiva Kt. Thakuri and PW 7 Raju 

Chetry. They deposed that they heard Dharam Singh had been killed. Then they 

went to the house of Dharam Singh and found his dead body lying inside his 

house. Police seized one knife and blood stained clothes from the P.O. PW 5 

signed seizure list. Ext 1 whereby police seized knife. 

     

    PW 6 and PW 7 signed Ext- 2 seizure list whereby police seized 

blood stained clothes of deceased.  

     

    PW 8 is the cousin brother of accused. He deposed that he heard 

about the incident between Dharam Singh and Rudra Bahadur and then he went 

to inform Sartosh Sonar and later Santosh told him that Rudra Bahadur had killed 

his father. 

     

    PW 9 is Sumitra Sonar, wife of accused Rudra Bahadur Sonar. 

Her evidence on the date of occurrence she was cleaning utensil outside her 

house. Coming inside the house she found that Dharam Singh lying dead on the 

floor and her husband Rudra Bahadur was standing near him with a knife in his 

hand. Then she came out and called the nearby people. Police came to the P.O 

and apprehended the accused Rudra Bahadur and took him and the deceased to 

Police Station. 
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    PW 10 heard about that the accused had killed his father.  

 

    PW 11 is Dr. Rupam Pegu. His evidence is that on 18-05-13, he 

was at KCH, Tezpur as M $ H O – 1. On that day at about 12.20 p.m., he 

conducted post mortem examination of Dharam Singh Sonar, 62 years (male) of 

village No. 2 Goremara, P.S Chariduar, Sonitpur, 62 years (male) of village No. 2 

Goremar, PS Chariduar, Sonitpur, in reference to Chariduar PS GDE No. 304 

dated 17.05.2013, escorted by C/616 Rehan Payeng, Santosh Samah and Mokel 

Sonar.  

On examination he found the following :   

   A male dead body examined. Rigor mortis present. Eyes closed. A 

sharp incised wound seen over the supra clavicular region. The incise wound is 

deep and directing upward below. On cut section lacerated wound with multiple 

bleeding seen in the upper lobe of left lung with haemothorax. Lacerated injury 

seen over the upper chamber of the heart with collection of blood in pericardium. 

No ligature mark seen around the neck. All injuries are ante-mortem in nature. 

The cause of death is due to hamortage and shock. Ext. 4 is the post mortem 

report 4 (1) is his signature. Ext. 4 (2) is the signature of Joint Director of 

Medical and Health Service, Tezpur.     

 

   PW 12 is Premananda Deka. His evidence is that on 17.05.13 he 

was serving as attached officer at Chariduar PS. On that day, O/C Chariduar PS 

received information over telephone to the effect that a boy had killed his father 

at village Gormara. Accordingly, he made GD entry vide 304 dated 17-05-13 and 

entrusting him to investigate the case. He visited the house of deceased Dharam 

Singh Sonar at Gormara, where he found that a boy was tied up, and inside the 

house, he found a dead body lying in the ground in a pool of blood. From the 

crouwd gathered in the P.O., I came to know that the boy, who was tied up 

named Rudra Bahadur Sonar and he had killed his father Dharam Singh Sonar by 

assaulting a knife. On being interrogated the accused brought out the knife from 

a drain within the campus of his house. Accordingly, he apprehended the 

accused seized the knife. He sent the accused to the P.S and conducted the 

inquest on the dead body and prepared inquest report. Ext-1 seizure list. 1(3) his 

signature. That day he have seen the knife which he seized from the accused, 

which is marked as M. Ext-1. He also seized 1 T- shirt, one half pent and one 
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towel stained with blood of the deceased. Ext- 2 is the seizure list. 2(4) his 

sigatnture. M- 2 are blood stained T- shirt, half pent and towel, which are 

produced in the court that day. He has seen the M- Ext- 2 produced in the court 

that day. Ext- 3 inquest report. 3(2) is his signature. Ext- 5 dead body challan of 

Dharm Singh Sonar and 5(1) is his signature. Ext- 6 is the sketch map. 6(1) is his 

signature. He recorded the statement of witnesses at the P.O. Dead body was 

sent to KCH , Tezpur for P.M. examination.  

    On 17-05-13, one Tikaram Sonar lodged ejahar with Chariduar P.S 

and accordingly, O.C registered a case, as investigation already started, he 

continued his investigation. Ext- 7 is the ejahar. Ext – 7(1) is the signature of O.C 

Satish Sahu. He know his signature. Then he arrested accused Rudra Bahadur 

Sonar and forwarded him to the court. The accused during investigation / 

interrogation confessed that he had killed his father by assaulting knife. 

    On completion of investigation he submitted C.S against the 

accused U/S 302 IPC. Ext- 8 is the Charge Sheet. 8(1) is the signature of O.C 

Satish Sahu. Ext- 9 is the information recorded in the GDE, Vide No. 304 dated 

17-05-13. 

 

Appreciation of evidence  

     

    From the discussion of evidence on record it appears that 

prosecution has examined 12 witnesses including M O and I O. Out of 10 nos of 

non official witnesses, PW 1, PW 2 and PW 9 are the eye witnesses. They have 

categorically stated that they saw the accused assaulting deceased Dharam 

Singh Sonar with a knife. It also reveals from the evidence of these eye 

witnesses that on seeing the occurrence they raised alarm and called the nearby 

people. All other non official pws stated that on hearing about the incident they 

immediately came to the P.O and found that deceased lying dead on the floor of 

his house with cut injury on his neck and also saw the accused tied up at the PO.  

Pw3 Pw4 stated that they witnessed the seizure of knife and clothes which were 

recovered from the P.O by police. It is in the evidence of PW 4 that he along with 

others caught hold of the accused and tied him up. PW 3, PW 1, PW 6 and PW 9 

also testified that the occurrence took place on 17-05-13 

   PW 3, PW 4 also stated that police held inquest on the dead body of 

Dharam Singh Sonar in their presence. PW 5, 6 and 7 are also seizure witnesses. 
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 On careful reading of the evidence of non official witnesses it is found that they 

have corroborated each other with respect to date, place and time of occurrence. 

They have also corroborated each other with respect to seizure of offence of 

weapon at the P.O.The weapon of offence has been produced and identified by 

the pws . 

    Coming to the evidence of M.O we find that the doctor found 

sharp incised wound over the left clavicular region and also found other lacarted 

injuries in the lung and chest. According to M.O all injuries are ante-mortem in 

nature. The cause of death is due to heamorrhage and shock. 

    The I.O in his evidence has stated that on getting information he 

visited the house of deceased Dharam Singh Sonar, where he found dead body 

of Dharam Singh Sonar and also found that accused Rudra Bahadur was caught 

by the people and also tied up. He also recovered the knife used by the accused 

in killing the deceased, on being shown by the accused. He  seized the knife and 

held inquest report and also held inquest of the dead body and also took steps 

for post mortem examination on the dead body. He also recorded statement of 

witnesses. Further, it in the evidence of I.O. that 17-05-13 itself he received on 

written ejahar from Tikaram Sonar and accordingly a case was registered  ext 7 

is the ejahar.  

The IO also identified the seized weapon of offenence in the court vide M.ext 1. 

    On careful analysis of the evidence of M.O and I.O, I find that 

they have fully corroborated the ocular testimony of the non official witnesses 

with respect to injury and seizure and other material particulars.  

     

    The defence cross examined all the witnesses. I have examined 

the evidence of PWs in cross examination part I find that there is no material 

contradiction or discrepancies in the evidence of the PWs.  

    The Ld. Counsel for the defence while arguing the case submitted 

that the eye witnesses are related witness and as such it is not safe to convict 

the accused on the basis of evidence of such related witness. He also submitted 

that only on the basis of admission /confession of accused U/S 313 Cr.P.C 

accused cannot be convicted. It is further submitted that there are lot of 

discrepancies and contradiction in the evidence of PWs which creates a doubt as 

to the involvement of the accused. 
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    On the other hand Ld. Addl. P.P. submitted that the evidence of 

eye witnesses as well as evidence of M.O. and I.O. clearly establishes 

prosecution case beyond all reasonable doubt. 

    I have considered the evidence of PWs in its entirety we find that 

PWs have given evidence in cogent and convincing manner. 

    The mere fact that all the eye witnesses belong to one family 

cannot be reason to disbelieve the evidence since they were on spot or nearby 

the spot where the incident occurred.( Bhagga V. State of M.P, (2007) 13 

SCC 442 (446). 

    As regards contradictions and discrepancies the hon‟ble supreme 

court in catena of judgments held as follows : 

    „While appreciating the evidence, the court must not attach undue 

importance to minor discrepancies, rather must consider board spectrum of the 

prosecution version. The discrepancies may be due to normal errors of 

perception or observation or due to lapse of memory or due to faulty or 

stereotype investigation. After exercising such care and caution, and sifting 

through the evidence to separate truth from untruth, embellishments and 

improvements, the court must determine whether the residuary evidence is 

sufficient to convict the accused. ( Bihari Nath Goswami V. Shiv Kumar 

Singh $ Ors., (2004) 9 SCC 186; Vijay @ Chinee V. State of Madhya 

Pradesh, (2010) 8 SCC 191; and Sampath Kumar V. Inspector of Police, 

Krishanagiri, AIR 2010 SC 1249).’  

    I have carefully considered the evidence of record. I find the 

evidence of PWs reliable and truthful. Hence, I find no merit in the evidence in 

the submission made by the Ld. Defence counsel. 

    It may be mentioned that the accused when examined u/s 313 

Cr.P.C confessed his guilt stating that he had killed his father because his father 

had attempted to drown his daughter in a pond. In this regard I may refer to the 

observation made in Sidhartha Vashitsht V. State (NCT of Delhi), (2010) 6 

SCC 1 where in it has been held where in para 10 : 

     “The questioning of the accused is done to enable him to give an 

opportunity to explain any circumstances which have come out in the evidence 

against him. It may be noticed that the entire evidence is recorded in his 

presence and he is given full opportunity to cross-examine each and every 

witness examined on the prosecution side. He is given copies of all documents 
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which are sought to be relied on by the prosecution. Apart from all these, as part 

of fair trial the accused is given opportunity to give his explanation regarding the 

evidence adduced by the prosecution. However, it is not necessary that the 

entire prosecution evidence need be put to him and answers elicited from the 

accused. If there were circumstances in the evidence which are adverse to the 

accused and his explanation would help the court in evaluating the evidence 

property, the court should bring the same to the notice of the accused to enable 

him to give any explanation or answers for such adverse circumstance in the 

evidence. Generally, composite questions shall not be asked to the accused 

bundling so many facts together. Questions must be such that any reasonable 

person in the position of the accused may be in a position to give rational 

explanation to the questions as had been asked. There shall not be failure of 

justice on account of an unfair trial.” 

 

    I may also refer to the observation in Dharnidhar V. State of 

Uttar Pradesh, (2010) 7 SCC 759 where in it has been held in para 32 and 52 

: 

    “ Following the law laid down in Narain Singh Case the Apex Court 

in State of Maharashtra V. Sukhdev Singh further dealt with the question whether 

a statement recorded under Section 313 Cr.P.C can constitute the sole basis for 

convection and recorded a finding that the answers given by the accused in 

response to his examination under section 313 Cr.P.C of 1973 can be taken into 

consideration in such an inquiry or trial though such a statement strictly is not 

evidence and observed in para 52 thus : (Sukhdew Singh case) 

    “ Even on first principle we see no reason why the court could not 

act on the admission made by the accused in the course of the trial or in his 

statement recorded under Section 313 of the code.” 

    It is thus well established in law that admission or confession of 

the accused in the statement under section 313 Cr.P.C recorded in the course of 

trial can be acted upon and the court can rely on these confessions to proceed to 

convict him.” 

   Here in this case we find that the prosecution evidence is 

impeachable and over and above the accused confessed his guilt when examined 

u/s 313 Cr.P.C.  
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    From the above discussion it is crystal clear that the accused 

Rudra Bahadur Sonar on the relevant date and time had killed his father Dharam 

Singh Sonar by assaulting him with knife.  

    Now, let me see whether the evidence on record constitutes 

offence of culpable homicide amounting to murder as define u/s 300 IPC 

punishable u/s 302 IPC or whether it is a case of culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder punishable u/s 304 IPC. Culpable homicide is define u/s 

299 IPC. 

 

300 IPC, Murder : Except in the cases hereinafter excepted, culpable homicide 

is murder, if the act by which the death is caused is done with the intention of 

causing death, or 

2ndly – If it is done with the intention of causing such bodily injury as the 

offender knows to be likely to cause the death of the person to whom the harm 

is caused, or 

3rdly – If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any person and 

the bodily injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of 

nature to cause death, or 

4rthly – If the person committing the act knows that it is imminently dangerous 

that it must, in all probability, because death or such bodily injury as is likely to 

cause death, and commits such act without any excuse for incurring the risk of 

causing death or such injury as aforesaid. 

 

    However there are five exceptions to section 300 IPC.  

To determine whether the particular act of the killing or culpable homicide is 

murder or not the honble supreme court in catena of judgment held;  

     

    „ That the question to be considered at first stage is whether the 

accused has done an act by doing which he has caused the death of another 

person. Proof of such casual connection between the act of the accused and the 

death leads to the second stage for consideration whether that act of the 

accused amounts to “culpable homicide” as defined in section 299. If the answer 

of this question is prima facie found in the affirmative the stage is reached for 

considering the operation of section 300, I.P. Code. This is the stage at which the 

court should determine whether the acts proved by the prosecution bring the 
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case within the ambit of any of the four clauses of the definition of „murder‟ 

contained in section 300 IPC. If the answer to this question is in the negative the 

offence would be culpable homicide not amounting to murder punishable under 

the first or the second part of section 304, depending respectively on whether 

the second or the third clause of section 299 is applicable. If the question is 

found to be positive, but comes within any of the Exceptions enumerated in 

section 300, the offence would still be culpable homicide not amounting to 

murder punishable under the first part of section 304 IPC. „ 

     

    Here in this case the evidence discloses that the accused killed / 

committed culpable homicide with intention to cause death of his father. In my 

considered opinion the offence committed by the accused falls within one of the 

four clauses which is termed as murder U/S 300 IPC.  

     

    As regards intention it is well settled that the intention is to be 

gathered from the facts of the case.  

     

    Regarding motive Hon‟ble Supreme Court in Sheo Shankar 

Singh V. State of Jharkhand and Anr. MANU / SC / 0116/2011 : AIR 

2011 SC 1403 held as under : 

     

    “Proof of motive, however, recedes in to the background in cases 

where the prosecution relies upon an eye-witness account of the occurrence. 

That is because if the court upon a proper appraisal of the deposition of the eye 

witnesses comes to the conclusion that the version given by them is credible, 

absence of evidence to prove the motive is rendered inconsequential.      

 

    From the evidence on record it is palpably clear that the accused 

did the act of culpable homicide with the intention of causing death of the 

deceased Dharm Singh Sonar. So, I find that the offence falls within clause firstly 

of Sec. 300 IPC punishable U/S 302 IPC. 

     

    In view of the above I find that prosecution has been able to 

prove the charge u/s 302 IPC against the accused Rudra Bahadur Sonar beyond 

all reasonable doubt.  
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O  R  D  E  R 

     

    In the result, I find the accused Rudra Bahadur Sonar guilty u/s 

302 IPC. Accordingly, he is convicted there under. 

    Heard the accused on the point of sentence u/s 235 (2) Cr.P.C. 

The accused pleaded for mercy on the ground that he has wife and children and 

he is the only earning member of his family.  

    The minimum punishment u/s 302 IPC is Rigorous Imprisonment 

for life and fine. Considering facts and circumstances of the case I am inclined to 

impose the minimum sentence.  

    Statement of accused on the point of sentence hearing is recorded 

in separate sheet. 

    Accordingly, the accused is sentenced to Rigorous Imprisonment 

for life and to pay a fine of Rs. 5,000/- in default R.I for another one year u/s 

302 IPC. 

    Let a free copy of Judgment be given to the accused free of cost. 

 
    Given under my hand and seal this 14th day of December 2015. 

 

( S. DAS ) 

Additional Sessions Judge, 
Sonitpur :: Tezpur 


